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Abstra t
An algorithm for an improved des ription of nal-state QCD radiation is
introdu ed. It is mat hed to the rst-order matrix elements for gluon emission in a host of de ays, for pro esses within the Standard Model and the
Minimal Supersymmetri extension thereof.

The obje tive of this arti le is to summarize the improved des ription of parton shower
evolution [1℄ re ently introdu ed starting with Pythia 6.154 [2℄. In parti ular, pro essspe i O( s ) matrix elements for gluon emission in de ays a ! b are used to mat h the
shower des ription to the orre t emission rate in the hard-gluon region, and to provide
the proper amount of `dead one' [3℄ suppression of ollinear gluon emission o massive
parti les. The original motivation was to improve the understanding of bb events at LEP1.
For linear olliders the appli ations to top, Higgs and SUSY physi s are very important.
The traditional nal-state shower algorithm [4℄ in Pythia is based on an evolution
in Q2 = m2 , i.e. potential bran hings are onsidered in order of de reasing mass. A
bran hing d ! ef is then hara terized by m2 and z = E =E . For the pro ess  =Z ! qq,
the rst gluon emission o both q and q are orre ted to the rst-order matrix elements
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for  =Z ! qqg . (The s and the Sudakov form fa tor are omitted from the omparison,
sin e the shower pro edure here attempts to in lude higher-order e e ts absent in the
rst-order matrix elements.)
This mat hing is well-de ned for massless quarks, and was originally used un hanged
for massive ones. A rst attempt to in lude massive matrix elements did not ompensate
for mass e e ts in the shower kinemati s, and therefore ame to exaggerate the suppression
of radiation o heavy quarks [5℄. Now the shower has been modi ed to solve this issue,
and also improved and extended better to over a host of di erent rea tions [1℄.
The starting point is the al ulation of pro esses a ! b and a ! b g , where the ratio

d ( a ! b g )
(1)
 (a ! b ) dx1 dx2
gives the pro ess-dependent di erential gluon-emission rate. Here the phase spa e variables are x1 = 2E =m and x2 = 2E =m , expressed in the rest frame of parton a. Using
the standard model and the minimal supersymmetri extension thereof as templates, a
wide sele tion of olour and spin stru tures have been addressed, exempli ed by Z 0 ! qq,
t ! bW + , H 0 ! qq , t ! bH + , Z 0 ! q~q~, q~ ! q~0 W + , H 0 ! q~q~, q~ ! q~0 H + , ~ ! q q~,
q~ ! q ~, t ! t~~, g~ ! q q~, q~ ! q g~, and t ! t~g~. The mass ratios r1 = m =m and
r2 = m =m have been kept as free parameters. When allowed, pro esses have been alulated for an arbitrary mixture of \parities", i.e. without or with a 5 fa tor, like in the
ve tor/axial ve tor stru ture of  =Z . All the matrix elements are en oded in the new
fun tion PYMAEL(NI,X1,X2,R1,R2,ALPHA), where NI distinguishes the matrix elements
and ALPHA is related to the 5 admixture.
In order to mat h to the singularity stru ture of the massive matrix elements, the
evolution variable Q2 is hanged from m2 to m2 m2on shell , i.e. 1=Q2 is the propagator
of a massive parti le. Furthermore, the z variable of a bran hing needs to be rede ned,
whi h is a hieved by redu ing the three-momenta of the daughters in the rest frame of
the mother. For the shower history b ! bg this gives a di erential probability
dQ2 2 dz
2
1
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= sC
;
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where the numerator 1 + z 2 of the splitting kernel for q ! qg has been repla ed by a
2 in the shower algorithm. For a pro ess with only one radiating parton in the nal
state, su h as t ! bW + , the ratio WME =WPS 1 gives the a eptan e probability for an
emission in the shower. The singularity stru ture exa tly agrees between ME and PS,
giving a well-behaved ratio always below unity. If both b and an radiate, there is a
se ond possible shower history that has to be onsidered. The matrix element is here
split in two parts, one arbitrarily asso iated with b ! bg bran hings and the other with
! g ones. A onvenient hoi e is WME 1 = WME(1 + r12 r22 x1)=x3 and WME 2 =
WME (1+ r22 r12 x2 )=x3 , whi h again gives mat hing singularity stru tures in WME =WPS
and thus a well-behaved Monte Carlo pro edure.
Also subsequent emissions of gluons o the primary parti les are orre ted to WME.
To this end, a redu ed-energy system is onstru ted, whi h retains the kinemati s of the
bran hing under onsideration but omits the gluons already emitted, so that an e e tive
three-body shower state an be mapped to an (x1 ; x2 ; r1 ; r2 ) set of variables. For light
quarks this pro edure is almost equivalent with the original one of using the simple universal splitting kernels after the rst bran hing. For heavy quarks it o ers an improved
modelling of mass e e ts also in the ollinear region.
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Figure 1: Gluon radiation pattern WME (x1 ; x2 ), eq. (1), as a fun tion of the gluon emission
angle, for four xed gluon energy fra tions, x3 = 2E =ECM. The daughters/mother mass
ratio is xed at 0.2. The urves are for di erent ombinations of olour and spin, and
with/without a 5 fa tor where allowed.
g

Some further hanges have been introdu ed, a few minor as default and some more
signi ant ones as non-default options [1℄. This in ludes the des ription of oheren e
e e ts and s arguments, in general and more spe i ally for se ondary heavy avour
produ tion by gluon splittings.
Further issues remain to be addressed, e.g. radiation o parti les with non-negligible
width. In general, however, the new shower should allow an improved des ription of gluon
radiation in many di erent pro esses. Where it an be tested, for the amount of radiation
o b quarks relative to light ones at LEP1, the new algorithm indeed is su essful [1, 5℄.
As an illustration of the pro ess dependen e, Fig. 1 shows the radiation pattern of
the various matrix elements al ulated. In order to ease the omparison, the same xed
mass ratios have been used for all pro esses, r1 = r2 = 0:2. Furthermore, the large mass
ratio highlights the dead one e e t, whi h shows a universal behaviour for small gluon
energies. At large angles, and still small gluon energies, there is a dependen e on the
olour stru ture of the pro ess, but not e.g. on the spin of the parti les. This should be
expe ted, sin e in the soft-gluon limit radiation an be des ribed by a spin-independent
eikonal expression [6℄. Maybe more surprising is how ompletely this universality breaks
down for more energeti gluons. Then pro esses are split not only by olour, but also by
the spin stru ture, and the presen e or not of a 5 in the matrix element, where allowed.
(The gure only show the two extremes; by an arbitrary admixture of the two one would
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instead obtain a set of allowed bands.) Furthermore, the dead one e e t is shown to
remain only for the ase of a spin 0 parti le de aying to two daughters also with spin 0. In
retrospe t, the pro ess dependen e is there also at small gluon energies, but is nonsingular
and therefore invisible underneath the eikonal soft-gluon-singular ontributions.
The above gure well illustrates that di eren es ould be big in prin iple, but fortunately the reality is more forgiving. One reason is the big jump in mass between the b
quark, on the one hand, and t, SUSY and any other potentially oloured parti les, on the
other. The most dire t onsequen e is that the heavier parti les typi ally generate only a
small fra tion of the total amount of QCD radiation, while b and lighter quarks produ e
the bulk of it. The b is light on the s ale of the de aying parti le, and so has a smaller
dead one than the one in Fig. 1.
A more realisti example of di eren es is then o ered by a light Higgs state, say 115{
130 GeV in mass as suggested by the MSSM s enario, de aying to bb. The three-jet rate in
su h events typi ally is 10{15% higher than in  =Z  ! bb (or light quark) de ays at the
same energy. The di eren e is less for soft radiation, so the Higgs de ay is only produ ing
about 1% lower mean values for the b quark and B hadron fragmentation fun tions.
In tt events, the new algorithm in reases the amount of radiation in the top produ tion
stage, but de reases it in the subsequent top de ay. The di eren e is espe ially notable
in the W hemisphere of the top de ay, where the gluon emission rate is dropping rather
steeper (with the angle away from the b quark) in the new program than in the old. This
is related to a destru tive interferen e between emission o the t and o the b in this
hemisphere, while the older approa h had its origins in e+ e ! qq events, where the
interferen e is onstru tive. The net result is a small but visible de rease in the total
amount of gluon radiation in tt events.
For supersymmetri pro esses, results largely depend on the a tual masses. Assuming
the harged Higgs mass to oin ide with the W  one, the de ays t ! bW + and t ! bH +
give almost identi al amounts of radiation. But if the stop mass agrees with the top one,
there is more QCD radiation in the former produ tion pro ess than the latter. (While the
di eren e in threshold behaviour here gives the opposite e e t for ISR photon radiation,
whi h an be ome more important.)
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